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We live in a consumer’s 
world. We like it, we 
fi nd it and we buy it. 

Yet, there are thousands of busi-
nesses all trying to fi ll our needs. 
What makes Vantage Leisure-
Scapes diff erent? Why choose 
Vantage over someone else? It’s 
simple. Vantage is a one-stop 
shop when it comes to pools, 
hot tubs and outdoor living. 
We off er sales, service, con-
struction, renovations, online 
booking services and more. We 
have everything you’re looking 
for all in one place. 

But that’s not the only reason 
to choose Vantage. We also 
feel you should be rewarded 
for shopping with us. We off er 
several reward programs for our 
clients, such as Air Miles, the 
Vantage Insiders Club, our new 
Fun Pass system and more. The 
more business you do with us, 
the more rewards you can enjoy.

As a LeisureScapes dealer, 
we are part of the International 
Pool Group and are associated 
with more than 400 pool dealers 
across North America. What does 
this mean for you? This partner-
ship allows us to off er superior 
products with outstanding war-
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VANTAGE LEISURESCAPES:
Your one-stop shop

Hayward is a registered trademark and VS Omni is a trademark of Hayward Canada

and Hayward Industries, Inc. © 2019 Hayward Industries, Inc.

» Industry-leading energy savings.

» Total control of any pool pad-including

adjusting heater temperature and switching

on spa mode-right from a phone or Alexa®

voice control.

» Compatible with most other brands and

installed in a matter of hours.

Visit Haywardpool.ca to learn more
about VS Omni variable-speed pumps.

TRISTAR®

VS 950 OMNI™
TRISTAR®

VS 900 OMNI™
SUPER PUMP®

VS 700 OMNI™
MAXFLO™

VS 500 OMNI™

ranties, the highest level of service 
and still provide fair prices. 

We are constantly looking for 
new opportunities to grow our 
knowledge as the local profes-
sionals you can trust. To this end, 
we continue our education every 
year. As new technologies are 
released, new products are de-
signed and better ways of doing 
business are developed, we keep 
up to speed so that you can have 
the best possible experience as a 
pool owner.

We want to go above and 
beyond to provide outstanding 
customer service. We now off er 
local home delivery service. We 
have a new online store where 
you can make your purchase and 
then pick up in store. We believe 
in servicing what we sell. We have 
more than 40 years’ experience 
and continue to grow as leaders 
in our industry because of your 
continuous support. Vantage 
is committed to being the best 
time after time. We wish you 
another year of memories made 
in your very own backyard. 

Happy Swimming!

– Doug, Ann, Rhett and the 
         Vantage LeisureScapes Team

Contributed

*Cover Photo: Gordon Waddington Photography
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Hinspergers
CONTACT US SOON
ABOUT YOUR 2019 COVER NEEDS

HPI

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME
IN POOL AND SPA COVERS

yardguardpoolproducts.com
Mississauga 1-800-461-3215  |  Truro, Nova Scotia 1-866-222-6166
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AL SMITH DESIGNS
CUSTOM CONCRETE – SPECIALIZING IN POOL DECKS

604-786-5330  ALLENJSMITH@HOTMAIL.COM
CONTACT TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
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THE LOWER MAINLAND’S 

#1 ABOVE GROUND POOL STORE
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Ask about our current promotion!
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leisurescapes.com

We are proud members of the LeisureScapes network
With over 400 associated locations across North America,  
we guarantee the best advice, the best service, the best selection  
and the best value for your money.

STRONGER TOGETHER



Pergolas
Open Air Gazebos
Semi Enclosed Gazebos
Fully Enclosed Gazebos

The Ultimate Outdoor Living Space 
for Family and Friends

Langley, British Columbia  |  vantagepools.ca   |  info@vantagepools.ca

Summer is better 
with a Gazebo!
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ARE  YOU READY TO TREAT 
YO'SELF  TO A POOL?

We dive into the financial aspects of adding a pool to your home
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It’s a question Bill Brady hears daily at 
Cobra Pools & Spas in Perth, Ont.

Brady says he’s currently working on 
five pool quotes for homeowners. When he’s 
finished, he’ll invite each of them to come 
in so he can explain the quote — from the 
initial dig to the final equipment installation.

“There’s so much to discuss with a pro-
spective pool that it’s really not fair to just 
answer their inquiry with what it would cost 
for a certain size of pool,” says Brady. “That’s 
just a very, very small part of the equation.”

Brady says a full estimate includes acces-
sories the person may need or want, like 
safety covers, winter covers, variable-speed 
pumps to conserve electricity, robotic pool 
cleaners, ladders, handrails and more.

Kara Redden with R&R Pools in 
Timberlea, N.S. says it’s important to talk 
to reputable pool companies about exactly 
what a pool — and everything in it and 
around it — might cost.

“Sometimes we hear ‘So-and-so is 
$20,000 cheaper,’ but what do they include 
with that? What hidden costs are they not 
telling you about?” says Redden. “They 
want to get people into the door with a really 
low price, and then ‘Oh, by the way, you 
also need electrical and fencing and a pool 
permit and ...’”

BY  

Heather Laura Clarke

How much would  
a pool cost me?”

Photos: 123RF
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with Vantage Pools in Langley, B.C., says 
investing in a pool is a great way to keep your 
family connected — and maybe even widen 
your circle of friends.

“You’re not just spending money on a 
product. You’re investing in memories and 
time spent together,” says Bradshaw. “We 
only have a limited amount of time, so to be 
able to spend it socializing without having to 
leave your own home? What greater invest-
ment can there be?”

“People are looking for alternatives to 
screen time, and water has a way of pulling 
a family together,” says Gannon. “You’re 
soaking in the hot tub having conversations 
or swimming together or relaxing poolside.”

Gannon says there’s also a movement 
towards “simplification,” so some home-
owners like the idea of investing in a swim-
ming pool instead of a cottage.

“With your own pool, you’re not stuck in 
traffic trying to get there, and you don’t have 
two sets of property taxes and two homes 
to maintain,” says Gannon. “You’re making 
your home into a castle — a place where you 
can relax, far from the crowds.”

Craig McNutt with Holland Home 
Leisure in New Minas, N.S., agrees a major 
benefit of having a pool is “a lot more time at 
home, and a lot less time travelling around.”

“Everybody’s lives are getting busier. We 
have less and less free time,” says McNutt. 
“With a pool, you have the ability to take 
your kids to the backyard to go swimming 
because you’ve generated leisure in your 
own backyard.”

When it comes down to it, a pool is about 
bringing people together. Rhett Bradshaw 

You’re not just 
spending money 
on a product 
You’re investing in 
memories and time 
spent together.”

– Rhett Bradshaw,  
    Vantage Pools, Langley, B.C.

Redden says she doesn’t enjoy phone calls 
about a competitor’s pricing because she 
knows either the customer is either going 
to be upset by an unexpected bill down the 
road or, sadly, they’ll wind up with an unfin-
ished project.

Once you understand the full cost of your 
pool and everything it needs, Redden says 
you can decide how you’d like to pay. After 
a down payment, she says you can often 
choose to finance the pool either through 
the bank or through the pool company’s 
financing company. Just like when you build 
a house, there are stage payments required 
along the way.

A pool is a big investment, so what’s the 
return on the thousands you might spend 
creating a backyard paradise? 

Jennifer Gannon with BonaVista Pools in 
Markham, Ont., says the value of real estate 
in Canada is “secure and going up,” and a 
well-designed outdoor spaces can certainly 
contribute to a home’s value.

“A beautifully-appointed home that 
flows into a beautiful backyard expands 
the footprint of the home,” says Gannon. 
“It makes the interior and the exterior feel 
connected and gives a buyer more living 
space to enjoy.”

But if you’re considering a pool because 
you think it will increase the value of your 
home, Redden doesn’t believe that’s a good 
enough reason.

“You should buy a pool to increase the 
value of your lifestyle, not your home,” says 
Redden. “There are costs associated with 
it, yes, and as much as you want to get the 
money back for it, it’s more about how a 
pool will create that experience you have in 
your head — whether it’s having a backyard 
retreat outside your door, bringing family 
and friends together or keeping your kids 
active at home. It’s a lifestyle, so to get the 
most out of it; you have to embrace it and 
want it.”

Redden says a pool could increase your 
property value if you’re in an area that can 
accommodate that increase, but it could 
also decrease its value slightly depending  
on where you live.

“It may take longer to sell the house 
someday, but the people who are looking 
for that house are looking for it specifically 
because they want a pool but they don’t 
want the hassle of putting one in them-
selves,” explains Redden. “You’re honing  
in on a specific type of buyer.”

So which buyers are looking to build a 
lifestyle around a beautiful, sparkling pool? 
Gannon she’s noticing “a real movement 
towards wellness” as families choose to put 
in pools — or buy homes with pools — so 
they can engage in fitness and spend quality 
time together.

Photo: 123RF
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A SAFER PLACE TO SWIM
How to make your pool area safer for your family and your guests

BY  

Heather Laura Clarke
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You can spend thousands on strong 
fencing, locking gates and pool safety 
equipment, but none of it matters 

if the right person isn’t in the right place to 
prevent a disaster.

Kara Redden with R&R Pools in 
Timberlea, N.S. says there’s “absolutely no 
substitute for adequate adult supervision.”

“A drinking adult doesn’t count. An adult 
who can’t swim doesn’t count. You need an 
adult who is competent to supervise swim-
ming and knows they’re the one in charge,” 
says Redden. 

She says it might seem silly to have a 
lanyard the person wears when they’re in 
charge of watching the swimmers, but it’s 
actually very useful because it reminds the 
person of their responsibilities.

“It’s like ‘OK, here you go. You’re now the 
designated adequate adult supervision’ or 
‘I’m going to the bathroom so here, you’re 
up next,’” says Redden. “It’s so much better 
than ‘I thought you were watching the kids?!’ 
‘Oh no, I was barbecuing’ or ‘I was getting 
people drinks.’”

Even with proper adult supervision, it’s 
still important for children to know how 
to swim. Jennifer Gannon with BonaVista 
Pools in Markham, Ont., says one of the most 
important safety decisions a pool owner can 
make is to put their children in swimming 
lessons.

“I recommend swimming lessons for every 
family, whether you have an instructor come 
to the house or you bring them to a different 
pool for lessons,” says Gannon. “Any children 
who are not strong swimmers should be 
wearing a life jacket to support them.”

She says pools should be surrounded 
with fencing that has self-closing, lockable 
gates, and swim spas and hot tub should be 
covered when they’re not in use, but adds 
that “gates and covers only work if they’re 
closed!”

Redden agrees, adding that having a  
four-sided fence around a pool “can lull  
people into a false sense of security.” 

“They assume the fence will prevent 
children from wandering into the pool area 
alone, but don’t take into account that a 
gate may have been be propped open,” says 
Redden.

Photos: 123RF

Gates and covers 
only work if  
they’re closed!”

– Jennifer Gannon,  
    BonaVista Pools, Markham, Ont.
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hook if it’s in your shed?” says Redden.  
“It’s also not a toy!”

Diving boards and slides are also not toys 
and they can pose serious safety concerns. 
Brady says that’s why Cobra Pools & 
Spas decided, years ago, not to sell them 
anymore.

“We don’t do them and we don’t promote 
them, but if we come across a client who 
already has a slide or a diving board, we will 
explain that there’s a proper way to use these 
pieces,” says Brady. “There can’t be any 
clowning around on them or someone will 
get hurt.”

While commercial pools are required by 
law to post a list of pool rules, it isn’t the 
same situation in a backyard pool. That 
means it’s up to the owners to make it clear 
what’s expected and what’s not tolerated in 
— or around — their pool area.

“Communication is key. The more you 
talk about it, the more it’s ingrained,” says 
Redden. “Kids, especially, need to know 
what they’re not allowed to do and why.”

Bill Brady with Cobra Pools & Spas in 
Perth, Ont., says “the onus is certainly on 
the parents,” but he and his team are happy 
to help lay down the law, too.

“If parents want us to sit down with their 
kids and explain some of the rules of the 
pool, we can do that,” says Brady.

Redden offers a safety checklist for pool 
owners so they know what to check for 
on a regular basis, like cracks in the deck 
or breaks in fencing or gates. She also 
recommends letting guests know about the 
specific pool rules to keep everyone safe, 
and stresses that it’s important to always 
have rescue equipment that’s actually 
accessible.

“People will buy it and shove it in their 
shed, but what’s the point of having a rescue 

Kids, especially, 
need to know  
what they’re not 
allowed to do  
and why.”

– Kara Redden,  
    R&R Pools, Timberlea, N.S.

QUICK TIPS:  
Pool safety

  Make sure everyone in the pool area 

is aware of your pool rules

  When children are in the pool area, 

make sure there’s always designated 

adult supervision. You might want the 

person in charge to wear a lanyard 

so they remember their duties.

  Strongly consider enrolling your 

children in swimming lessons

  Don’t prop open gates to the pool 

area, and don’t trust the fence is 

enough to keep people out

  Keep swim spas and hot tubs  

covered when not in use

  Be sure your safety equipment — 

like a rescue hook — is easily acces-

sible in case of an emergency, not 

shoved somewhere in your shed.

  Be extra cautious around slides and 

diving boards.

Photos: 123RF
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ROBOTIC CLEANERS  
GET YOUR POOL 
SQUEAKY CLEAN
What’s worth it, what’s not  
and how they can  
save you money

BY  

Heather Laura Clarke
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“Every single pool we install 
gets a robotic cleaner, and we 
have different ones based on dif-
ferent footprints,” says Redden. 
“Some are better for curvy pools 
and others are better for large 
rectangles, so you want the one 
that’s going to work for your 
pool.”

Traditional suction clean-
ers may do an OK job on the 
bottom of your pool and touch 
on the sides, but they’re prone to 
missing spots — whereas robotic 
pool cleaners are programmed 
to scrub every inch.

When it comes to robotic pool 
cleaners, Craig McNutt with 
Holland Home Leisure in New 
Minas, N.S., says Holland Home 
Leisure has carried the Hayward 
eVac Pro for the last few years 
and finds it does “a spectacular 
job.”

“It uses smart steering tech-
nology to scour the pool floors 
and walls,” says McNutt. “It also 
goes all the way to the water line 
and scrubs.”

Jennifer Gannon with 
BonaVista Pools in Markham, 
Ont. says they’re new to selling 
the Maytronics robotic cleaner 
and they’ve always been strong 
supporters of Polaris’ robotic 
cleaners — both of which have 
good warranties. Her advice 
to pool owners is to always ask 
about the warranty of a robotic 
cleaner.

“They’re driven by comput-
erized technology and a lot of 
robotics products are imported 
from China, so it’s best to do 

With a robotic pool cleaner, 
Brady says things are much 
simpler. Robotic pool cleaners’ 
built-in filtration system means 
you’re preserving the life of your 
pool filter by sparing it from all 
the junk the robot picks up.

“You just put it in the pool, it 
does its job, you clean its filter 
and then you’re good until next 
time.”

No matter which pool-clean-
ing robot you and your family 
decide to “adopt,” Brady says 
you’ll probably end up giving it 
a name.

“Most pool owners name 
them. It’s fun to say ‘Go get 
Charlie! Put Charlie in the water!’” 

Kara Redden with R&R Pools 
in Timberlea, N.S. agrees that 
robotic pool cleaners aren’t 
meant to be left in the water con-
stantly. She compares them to 
the robotic vacuums that zoom 
around the house and dock 
themselves when they’re done, 
except robotic pool cleaners 
aren’t quite there yet.

“They all have cords so they 
won’t go ‘home’ and dock. They 
do come with caddies for when 
you want to put them away prop-
erly, though,” says Redden. 

Robotic pool cleaners range 
in price depending on how 
high-tech and fancy they are, 
but Redden says only the people 
who are “very into gadgets” tend 
to opt for the priciest models. 
She says robotic technology is 
now “very much the standard” 
and much more affordable than 
it was five years ago.

your research,” says Gannon. 
“We don’t like getting involved 
with cheap products because 
they just cause aggravation 
when they fail. We’d rather carry 
better-quality items with longer 
warranties.”

When you’re comparing 
prices, Gannon says it’s often the 
warranty that will give you that 
longevity. 

“If you pay $1,000 and it only 
lasts one season, you might be 
better off to pay $1,800 and buy 
one with a warranty.”

McNutt says there’s a big push 
towards automation as home-
owners choose systems that 
will allow them to control most 
aspects of their swimming pool 
from their smartphone.

“We use one that controls up 
to four different devices, so you 
can adjust your pool heater from 
your phone,” says McNutt, add-
ing that he’s a fan of the Hayward 
Omni system.

Redden says some pool owners 
like to have their entire backyard 
running on a home automation 
system they can control from 
their phone or using a keypad. 
It’s easier than ever, she says, 
because now many systems 
integrate with Google Home  
and Amazon Alexa.

“You can say ‘Alexa, turn on 
the pool lights,’ or ‘Alexa, turn 
on the back deck lights,’” says 
Redden. “For our company, 
that’s also a standard. Basic 
automation goes with every pool 
we do — and automation is only 
going to get bigger.”

Photo: 123RF

The Jetsons had a robot 
maid named Rosie and 
now many pool owners 

across Canada have their own 
cleaning robots — except these 
ones go underwater.

Bill Brady with Cobra Pools 
& Spas in Perth, Ont., says they 
include a robotic pool cleaner 
with almost all of the pool pack-
ages they sell.

“People realize that if they’re 
putting in a premium pool, it 
makes sense to spend a little bit 
extra for a robotic cleaner,” says 
Brady. “We really like the Polaris 
automatic robotic pool cleaners. 
They all have an easy-clean filter 
canister.”

If you aren’t using a robotic 
pool cleaner, Brady says you’re 
likely using a traditional side- 
suction filtration system that 
winds its way around the pool — 
and these can cause issues.

“Any debris that’s on the 
bottom is being sucked up and 
deposited into your pool filter 
through the backwash system. 
Then you have to top the water 
back up,” explains Brady. “A  
lot of pool owners are in rural 
settings and maybe on wells, so 
it’s not ideal to put all that water  
back in — and because the water’s 
around 55 degrees, you’re then 

required to turn the heat on 
to heat it up. All because 

you were using a 
side-suction  

filtration 
system!”
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 
Great ideas to make your pool or hot tub more enjoyable this season

BUILT-IN BEAUTY WITH LATHAM

Nothing can enhance the look and enjoyment of a pool like a spectacular 
entrance-way. Latham’s vinyl over step systems are a beautiful part of the pool 
structure. The vinyl liner literally covers the entire surface of the pool up to the 
decking, including the step, for a completely custom fi nished look. By choosing 
among a variety of step designs, benches and sun ledges in our vinyl over steel or 
vinyl over open top steel steps, you can create a great place to sit, relax and cool off .

EMERGING TRENDS WITH VINYL OVER FEATURES

Today’s trend for new pools and renovations for existing 
vinyl liner pools is all about the feature-rich, vinyl over applications. The market 
has been trending from traditional shapes and sizes with molded steps to more 
customized pool shapes with a heavy emphasis on vinyl over features such as entry 
systems, benches, and tanning ledges. The industry has seen an increase in the 
demand of these feature-rich, vinyl over features. These new added features are 
growing at an extraordinary rate. When you choose Latham’s Vinyl Over or Open 
Top Steel Steps, you can custom create integrated step and benches in an endless 
variety of styles.

iAQUALINKTM

POOL CONTROL IN THE 
PALM OF YOUR HAND

iAquaLink, the highest rated pool control app, 
allows you to control your pool anytime, anywhere. 
Using the free app, you can easily access and control 
up to 32 pool and spa features, like pool and spa tem-
perature, water features, pumps, cleaners, pool and 
landscape lighting, and much, much more. Schedule 
your pool or spa to be ready to use as soon as you get 
home. Forgot to turn the temperature down while on 
vacation? Not a problem. iAquaLink can be accessed 
solely on your phone, or combined with wall-mounted 
or wireless home-based interfaces. Upgrades are avail-
able for virtually any AquaLink®, Jandy® or Zodiac® 
controllers ever made. Professional installation is 
required, so talk to one of our trusted pool pros.

Learn more at iAquaLink.com
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A TRULY SMART HOME 
INCLUDES THE POOL, TOO

It’s never been easier to install total 
smart pool and spa control than with 
OmniHub from Hayward®. Providing full 
control and management of you entire 
pool pad from anywhere with a phone or 
Alexa® voice control, OmniHub installs 
in just hours in new or existing pools and 
spas. It’s even compatible with existing 
equipment, giving you a total backyard 
upgrade for a fraction of the time and cost.

Visit Haywardpool.ca  
for more information.

PRISTIVA PRIMER

Pristiva Primer is a must-have in 
any salt water pool! It extends the life 
of your equipment and pool finish 
by protecting them against staining, 
scaling and corrosion. It optimizes 
the performance of the salt chlorine 
generator while preserving cell life. 
And, it even enhances the water 
comfort and feel of a salt water pool 
due to its isotonic advantage. Pristiva 
Primer is an easy, once a month 
application that will save you money 
by eliminating the need for stain and 
scale control, clarifiers, algicides and 
water softening products.

VINYL OVER STAIRS

Vinyl over stairs gives your pool an elegant look. 
Highbury Pools is now building the vinyl over steps with 
superior Invisiseal welding technology! Better looking, 
stronger welds. Ask your dealer for details.
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Pools need chemicals to 
keep the water balanced, 
but it doesn’t matter if you 

got a C (or worse) in high school 
chemistry. 

Kara Redden with R&R Pools 
in Timberlea, N.S. says taking 
care of a swimming pool isn’t 
hard — as long as you have a plan 
and stick to it. 

“‘Chemicals’ sounds like a 
scary word, but it really isn’t,” 

BY

Heather Laura Clarke

says Redden. “If you’re making 
mistakes, it’s usually because 
you’re not following the routine 
the pool store has set out for you.”

Bill Brady with Cobra Pools 
& Spas in Perth, Ont., says they 
start their new customers off 
with a chemical kit and a plan to 
follow. After that, they ask them 
to bring in water samples and 
they’ll advise them on what to 
add and when to add it.

HOW TO ACE  
(POOL) CHEMISTRY
Experts share easy steps for clear, safe pool water

Redden says pool owners 
sometimes make the mistake of 
listening to a neighbour’s expla-
nation about what they’re using 
in their own pool, and that can 
lead to the pool owner messing 
around with their chemical rou-
tine. Brady agrees it’s not a good 
idea to take your neighbour’s 
opinion into consideration.

“Everyone has a different situa-
tion and a different water source. 

Photos: 123RF

‘Chemicals’ 
sounds like a 
scary word, but 
it really isn’t.”

– Kara Redden,  
     R&R Pools,  

Timberlea, N.S.
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Chemicals from a trusted 
manufacturer may cost more 
upfront, but they’ll cost you 
less in the long run. It can take 
two to four weeks to clear up 
algae from using the wrong 
chemicals, and that’s two to 
four weeks you’re missing 
with your pool.”

– Craig McNutt,  
     Holland Home Leisure, New Minas, N.S.

Photos: 123RF

Even the depth of the pool can 
make a difference,” says Brady. 
“That all has to be taken into 
consideration when you’re doing 
a water test and making a plan.”

Redden agrees that it can be a 
problem when pool owners try 
to “play chemist.”

“They might say ‘I know how 
to fix my water by how it looks!’ 
but 99 per cent of the time, it 
doesn’t work,” says Redden. 
“Clear water doesn’t mean it’s 
safe water.”

Even if a pool owner managed 
to finesse their way to “safe” 
pool water, Redden says it could 
be eating away at their liner and 
destroying their investment 

because it still isn’t properly 
balanced.

R&R Pools is selling a new 
product called pHin that you 
drop in your pool to monitor the 
water. It sends an alert to your 
smartphone when the water 
needs attention and instructs 
you how to add the chemicals  
it needs.

When it’s time to purchase 
new chemicals, beware the 
inexpensive brands that promise 
big results. 

Craig McNutt with Holland 
Home Leisure in New Minas, 
N.S., says big-box retailers often 
sell “ineffective and impure” 
chemicals but pool owners 
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Jennifer Gannon with 
BonaVista Pools in Markham, 
Ont., agrees it’s critical to see a 
LeisureScapes professional for a 
complimentary water analysis.

“We have a deep understand-
ing of how important it is to 
balance the water in addition 
to sanitizing it,” says Gannon. 
“We keep up with the most 
cutting-edge solutions and 
changes in pool chemistry so 
we can resolve any issues in a 
timely fashion — rather than 
just throwing underperforming 
products at it — and be able to 
maximize our clients’ number  
of swimming days in their pool.”

Redden says R&R Pools 
sends everyone on their staff for 
training on pool chemistry at the 
beginning of every single season 
until she feels they know the 
material inside and out.

“It’s the backbone of the 
experience that the homeowner 
is going to have with their pool,  
so we need all of our employees 
to understand the chemistry,” 
says Redden. “We want our pool- 
owners to spend less time on 
their pool and more time in it.”

factors like leaves, debris, fertil-
izers and rainwater. It all affects 
the chemistry of the water,” 
says Bradshaw. “In a short time, 
your pool can go from looking 
fantastic to looking cloudy 

— almost 
overnight 
— so testing 
it regularly 
helps to stay 
on top of it, 
and you’re less 
likely to run 
into issues.”

When his 
customers 
bring in their 
monthly 
water sample, 
Bradshaw says 
their lab runs 
it through 
various tests 
and provides 

a print-out that walks the cus-
tomer through anything they 
need to do.

“It takes the guesswork out,” 
says Bradshaw. “It tells them 
exactly what to do, and all they 
need to do is follow it.”

same is true with pools.
“Staying on top of your water 

chemistry will probably have the 
greatest impact on how the pool 
and its related equipment stands 
up over time,” says Bradshaw. 

He says 
Vantage Pools 
stands behind 
the BioGuard 
line, but it’s 
all a matter 
of finding a 
program that 
works for 
your pool and 
sticking with 
it. He says it’s 
important for 
pool owners  
to bring a water 
sample to their 
pool store each 
month for 
testing because 
“so much can happen to a body of 
water in a month.”

“There are things that impact 
it on a daily basis, like the bather 
load, tanning lotions, deodor-
ant, makeup and things going 
into the water — and outside 

think they’re getting a great  
deal because the price is right.

“Those chemicals contain a 
lot of things you don’t want to be 
swimming with,” says McNutt. 
“Chemicals from a trusted  
manufacturer may cost more 
upfront, but they’ll cost you less 
in the long run. It can take two to 
four weeks to clear up algae from 
using the wrong chemicals, and 
that’s two to four weeks you’re 
missing with your pool.”

Algae isn’t usually harmful but 
it can cloud your water and make 
surfaces slippery. Your pool 
sanitizers work hard to control it, 
which means the sanitizers can’t 
do their job properly — and bac-
teria and viruses can multiply.

But even a crystal-clear 
swimming pool can be housing 
microorganisms like bacteria 
and viruses, which can cause 
infections and rashes to the 
swimmers and costly damage  
to the pool and its parts.

Rhett Bradshaw with Vantage 
Pools in Langley, B.C., says 
maintenance is key to the 
longevity of any investment and 
how well it functions — and the 

We want our 
pool owners 
to spend less 
time on their 
pool and more 
time in their 
pool.”

– Kara Redden,  
     R&R Pools,  

Timberlea, N.S.
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SWIM SPA SENSATION
Hop in and test out these versatile water solutions

Be sure to bring your bathing suit along 
if you’re shopping for a swim spa, 
because most pool experts agree 

they’re something you need to try before 
you buy.

Bill Brady with Cobra Pools & Spas in 
Perth, Ont., says they always have a swim 
spa set up on the floor of their showroom — 
and they encourage customers to hop in to 
try it out before making a purchase.

“We sell Hydropool swim spas because 
we feel they’re the best on the market. They 
provide an excellent swim  and there are so 
many different models on the market right 
now,” says Brady.

What are swim spas, exactly? They’re 
tanks that range between 8’ and 12’ wide and 
up to 19’ long. They have a much smaller 
footprint than an in-ground or above-ground 
swimming pool, which makes them a good 
option for people with smaller properties. 

The temperature of a swim spas can 
be controlled to make it feel more like a 
refreshing swimming pool or a warm tub for 
relaxing. Brady says he loves his swim spa 
for therapeutic reasons and water exercises, 
believing firmly that “water therapy is the 

best therapy a person can buy.”
Swim spas are easy to install — without 

tearing up your backyard in the process 
— and can often be used year-round. 
They’re also less expensive than a full-sized 
swimming pool. Parents and grandparents 
can enjoy them for splashing around together 
with their children, or a person can hop in 
solo to get a water workout.

Jennifer Gannon with BonaVista Pools in 
Markham, Ont. describes swim spas as “the 
perfect urban pool solution.”

“They’re great for tight spaces, and many 
subdivisions these days have smaller and 
smaller back yards,” says Gannon. 

She says the adjustable water flow means 
swimmers of all levels can practice their 
strokes comfortably within a small footprint.

“Because they have a current with 
different levels of horsepower, they create 
an experience where you can swim laps 
without ever touching one end and needing 
to turn around,” says Gannon. “They’re a 
year-round swimming solution — almost 
like a treadmill.”

Craig McNutt with Holland Home Leisure 
in New Minas, N.S., says people are often very 

BY

Heather Laura Clarke

curious about swim spas and don’t exactly 
know what they are.

“People will walk in and say ‘I heard you 
guys carry these standing swimming pools?’ 
I’ve heard a lot of names for them,” says 
McNutt. 

Holland Home Leisure has carried swim 
spas for about five years now, and McNutt 
says they’re an excellent option for people 
who want a swimming pool but their yard 
simply doesn’t have enough room.

They also carry a dual-tank model 
with a built-in hot tub that’s completely 
encapsulated, so people can close off the 
pool side during the winter and use the hot 
tub side year-round.

He says some homeowners are primarily 
interested in keeping their swim spa 
temperature in the 90s so they can sit back 
and enjoy therapeutic massage jets, while 
others are eager to do water aerobics and 
swim “laps.”

“They’re really something you need to 
try because you’ll be amazed by how much 
power you can get,” says McNutt. “Some 
swim spas are designed so you can increase 
the jet power incrementally as you train.”

Photo: Contributed by 
Holland Home Leisure
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Take a deep breath and pre-
pare to exhale ... again and 
again. This year’s hottest 

pool toys require excellent lung 
capacity, but it may be a good 
idea to purchase a pump instead.

“We are stocking literally 
hundreds of blow-ups,” says Bill 
Brady with Cobra Pools & Spas 
in Perth, Ont. “People aren’t just 
buying them for pools, either. A 
lot of people buy them for their 
cottages on the water. There are 
pink flamingos and white swans 
that are big enough for 10 people 
— you can’t miss them.”

Craig McNutt with Holland 
Home Leisure in New Minas, N.S., 
agrees that inflatable sales have 
“really taken off ” over the past 
couple of years.

“A lot of people are using 
in-ground and above-ground 
pools as an alternative to having 
a cottage, so they’re creating 
these fun backyard spaces where 
they can vacation at home with 

pool toys and floats,” says 
McNutt. “The food-themed 
ones are really big — pizza 
slices, stuff like that.”

Rhett Bradshaw with Vantage 
Pools in Langley, B.C., says 
he was recently watching a 

TOY STORY
Pool experts weigh in on 2019’s hottest pool toys

BY 

Heather Laura Clarke

commercial for a reality show 
about young adults sharing a 
summer house. They were ignor-
ing the outdoor kitchen and all 
sorts of expensive toys in order to 
clamber over a inflatable pool toy 
that took up half the yard.

Photo: 123RF

“They had all kinds of things 
back there, but it was the inflat-
able that really captured every-
one’s attention,” says Bradshaw. 

He says they sell a lot of 
inflatables — everything from 
unicorns and swans to wine 
bottles and smiley faces.

Of course, inflatables from a 
pool store are usually very dif-
ferent from the cheap inflatables 
you can purchase online.

“Like with most things, you 
get what you pay for,” says 
Bradshaw. “There are a lot of 
inflatables on the market now, 
and they’re not all the same 
quality.”

Jennifer Gannon with 
BonaVista Pools in Markham, 
Ont. says there always seems to 
be one inflatable that’s the “it” 
toy of the season.

“It used to be flamingos and 
unicorns, and this year it’s a 
llama with lots of sparkle and 
gold lamé,” laughs Gannon. 

Photo: Unsplash.com
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favourite cartoon characters, but 
their moms and dads are drawn 
to different things entirely.

“Parents tend to be drawn 
towards retro or classic tried-
and-true pool toys they played 
with as kids, like aqua cannons, 
diving rings and dive sticks,” 
says Redden. “It pays to buy 
quality toys that will last season 
after season without fading or 
breaking.”

She agrees that many cus-
tomers buy inflatables as a fun 
temporary toy, knowing they 
likely won’t last very long. But 
BonaVista Pools sells a much 
studier toy that is designed to 
stand up over time: a floating 
bean bag chair that can be used 
in the pool or as a comfy pool-
side lounger.

“They float, but they’re not 
an inflatable,” says Gannon. 
“They’re a bigger investment  
but they last much longer.”

Back at Holland Home Leisure 
in New Minas, N.S., McNutt says 
pool sports are always a classic. 
He’s noticed a trend towards 
in-ground pools with a consistent 
depth so most swimmers can 
touch the bottom in any area, 
which makes it easier to play 
water games like volleyball and 
basketball.

While they do a brisk business 
in inflatable floats, Brady says 
Cobra Pools & Spas also sells a 
“water teeter-totter” that’s very 
popular.

Kara Redden with R&R Pools 
in Timberlea, N.S. says pool 
toys can aid in your relaxation 
experience and even help create 
memories with your family. Kids 
may be attracted to inflatables 
and toys branded with their 

Photos: 123RF
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Many of us are already convinced of 
the benefits of owning and enjoy-
ing a hot tub, but for those who are 

still on the fence, here are 10 great reasons to 
buy one.

Better sleep

Insomnia or even just a rough sleep can 
ruin the next day. But if you take even just a 
15-minute soak in a hot tub about an hour 
and a half or two hours before bed, you raise 
your temperature and the rapid-cool down 
period afterwards relaxes you and aids in 
easing the body into a sound sleep.

Your personal oasis

With such a wide variety of hot tubs avail-
able, you can customize yours to be whatever 
you want. You choose the size (anywhere 
from three to nine people), color, number 
and style of jets, LED lighting, controls, and 
can even add a stereo system. Whether you 
want your hot tub to be a romantic spot or a 
party destination, you can design it so that it 
has all of the perfect features for your needs.

Family gathering place

Flip open the hot tub cover, start the jets 
and watch how everyone in the family tends 
to leave the TV room or computer station 
and head for a soak. Gather everyone with-
out saying a word; if you lead them they will 
come! The perfect place to bring everyone 
together.

Detox

One of the bonuses of being in a hot tub 
is that it mimics some of the benefits of 
exercise without having to put strain on your 
heart. After a few minutes in the hot water 

of a spa, you’ll begin to sweat; sweating is a 
great way to remove toxins from your body 
and it really helps your skin improve. If you 
want to go a step further, you can add Epsom 
salt to hot water which helps you relax and 
draws toxins out of the body. It also helps 
with your circulation.

Avoid health club hassles

Forget about driving to a health club for 
a soothing soak when you have a safe, clean 
hot tub in your own backyard. Leave that 
smelly gym bag in the closet and head out 
to the crystal clean waters of your very own 
hot tub.

Strengthen your immune system

Being in an environment where the tem-
perature is raised (like a sauna or a hot tub) 
helps to stimulate your body’s natural pro-
duction of white blood cells. An abundance 
of these cells aids in your body’s natural 
ability to fight off infections, viruses, etc. 
You’ll get sick less often if you’re frequenting 
your hot tub on a regular basis.

Winter, spring, summer or fall hot tubs 
are ready to use regardless of the weather. 
Actually, a hot tub often allows you to be 
outside and enjoy things like a starry night, 
freshly fallen snow, changing leaves and 
colorful sunsets when you might otherwise 
not be inclined or able to do so.

Additional health benefits

Soaking in a hot tub can help increase 
circulation and blood flow, ease pain and 
relax muscles. The natural buoyancy that 
occurs when we’re in a hot tub also reduces 

10 REASONS TO BUY A HOT TUB

strain and pressure on our joints and 
muscles and gives them a small break from 
all of the hard work they do day and night. 
And last, but not least, the best part: the jets 
target muscle groups to massage and help 
soothe sore muscles.

Morning refresher

Start the day with a refreshing soak while 
listening to the birds chirp and watching the 
sunrise. With a cup of coffee in hand and 
swirling water to start your day, you’ll  
be on top of the world.

Relaxing environment

Whether you’re in the hot tub with friends 
or in solitude, enjoying an adult beverage 
or hydrating with water, soaking up the sun 
or taking in the night sky, a hot tub will help 
ease you into a state of relaxation. You can 
read a book, mediate, escape your electronic 
devices and enjoy some quiet down time. 
Between the heat and the soothing bubbles, 
even a short soak will help you alleviate stress 
and enhance your sense of well-being.

If you’re ready to take the plunge and get  
yourself into a new hot tub, contact our sales  

team or visit our showroom today!

Photos: 123RF
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Sizzling summer days are on their way. 
Your favourite playlist is on and you 
have a cold drink in your hand as you 

slowly float around the swimming pool on 
your giant swan. Or does that sound like 
someone else’s life? 

Maybe that backyard oasis is still just a 
dream that hasn’t yet become a reality or 
maybe the pool you and your family have 
come to love is not quite the pool you’ve 
always imagined. Vantage LeisureScapes is 
here to help change your backyard so you 
can change your lifestyle. But where do you 
begin? What factors should you consider 
when contemplating a new swimming pool? 

Here are a few comments from just a few of 
our clients.

Dave Filipenko offers this practical advice 
for those who are shopping for a pool: “Do 
your homework with the size and style of 
pool you may want. Consider most of all 
how it will be used!” This is an important 
consideration in the early stages of planning. 
The function and features of a small cocktail 
pool for entertaining will differ from those 
of a large lap pool designed for exercise. 

When asked why he wanted a swimming 
pool, Dave replied, “We decided on an in- 
ground pool for our backyard for the relax-
ing vacation style atmosphere it brings, as 

CHANGE YOUR LIFESTYLE,  
CHANGE YOUR WELL-BEING

well as the family activities.” 
Wanda Symons had similar aspirations 

for her backyard. She says, “We wanted 
a gathering place for family and friends to 
enjoy getting together.” That’s exactly the 
lifestyle most families wish for.

While the idyllic dream of lounging pool 
side is the end goal, does this scene actually 
come to fruition for our customers? Dave 
Aulenback relates his feelings about their 
backyard escape, “For my wife and I it is 
“our get away”! We enjoy travelling during 
the winter but to be able to step out of your 
back door during the summer and have an 
oasis steps away is very appealing. On hot 
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summer days it is a great way to relax.”
Lisa Abel, who swims regularly, gives 

us a snap shot of her family’s life with a 
swimming pool. She says, “We love it! We 
swim early in the morning as the sun rises 
or late into the night, staring up at the stars.  
The kids love to jump in right after school.” 
Could there be a better way to start or end 
your day?

One stop at our showroom or a free 
consultation is all it takes for you to start 
changing your life to what we have helped 
many other achieve. We consider your 
wants and wishes, your dreams and desires, 
your budget and bank account, and end 
up with a backyard oasis designed for your 
specific needs. Our highly skilled staff has 
the experience and the technical expertise 
to transform your average backyard into the 
place where memories are made.

We can encompass as much or as little 
of your backyard as you desire. A limitless 
array of waterfalls, sheer descent water 
features, fire pots, LED pool and landscape 
lighting or pergolas can transform an ordi-
nary yard into that soothing and rejuvenating 
backyard retreat that you will never want to 
leave.

When asked why she chose Vantage 
LeisureScapes to build her pool, Lisa said, 
“After calling a few pool companies, we 
choose Vantage based on the professional-
ism of your staff, the wonderful customer 
service and easy to follow explanations to  
all our questions.”

From start to finish, we’re with you all the 
way. Join the many satisfied Vantage Leisure- 
Scapes customers and let us help make your 
dreams a reality. You live at home, why not 
make the changes needed to enjoy it? 

Photo: Gordon Waddington Photography
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Planning your swimming pool renova-
tion can be a daunting task. How to 
do it, who to choose, what exactly to 

renovate and, of course, when to do it are all 
important considerations in planning the 
perfect swimming pool renovation.

Make the most of your summer,  

plan your pool renovation early

Don’t miss precious summer days waiting 
to swim while your swimming pool is being 
renovated. Plan ahead, contact us in the 
early fall or spring to arrange for your swim-
ming pool renovation so you don’t have to 
miss a moment by the pool with your family 
and friends. Many of us forget to arrange 
renovations or alterations in the off season. 
Don’t risk spending the entire summer with 
your pool under construction.

During the off season is the perfect time 

a brick and mortar store that you can visit 
should they ever be issues or concerns.  
Remember, your peace of mind is important.

Consider other upgrades  

to your swimming pool

This is a great time to consider other 
repairs or upgrades your pool may need or 
benefit from. Consider adding lighting or 
fountains or perhaps consider updating old 
pumps and heaters to newer, energy-efficient 
equipment during the renovation.

Stock up

Since your goal is to maximize time by the 
pool this summer, consider also ordering all 
your swimming pool supplies for the season 
at the same time. Don’t waste another beau-
tiful day doing errands when you could be 
chillin’ by the pool.
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PLAN THE PERFECT 
POOL RENOVATION

to start your renovation. This give our experts 
at Vantage the time to plan and coordinate 
your swimming pool renovation without 
having to rush. It also allows our experts 
more time to work with you in the planning 
stages to ensure your renovation meets or 
exceeds your expectations.

Use experts in your area  

with a proven reputation

Our team of dedicated swimming pool 
professionals are ready to help you get  
the most out of your renovations. When 
considering who to use for your swimming 
pool renovation, always consider not only the 
expertise of your pool professional, but also 
their long-term reputation. Have they been 
working in my area for long and will they be 
here in the years to come, should you ever 
have warranty issues? Also, do they represent 

Photo: 123RF
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Not valid with other offers. 

any purchase 
of $50 or more.
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Not valid with other offers. 
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Any Ultra Violet Water Treatment System. 
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Limit one per household. 

Not valid with other offers. 

$

 OFF
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Electric Hand-held 
Pool & Spa Vacuums
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$5 OFF
BioGuard Optimizer Plus 
for Pools. Soft and 
silky water treatment.
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the direction needed to create the pool of your

dreams. Smart PAK contains Silk Smart Sticks®,

Smart Shock®and Banish Algicide®

CRYSTAL
CLEAR
WATER IN
JUSTMINUTES
PERWEEK

THE PURCHASE OF
A FULL SIZE SMARTPAKTM

WHENYOU BRING IN
AWATER SAMPLE.

$5.00

Not valid with other offers.
Expires August 31, 2019.
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www.vantagepools.ca



Isn’t it
your turn...
... to experience

the pure enjoyment,
complete relaxation,
and endless hours
of recreation

that come with owning
a Viking Pool?
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